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Missions trips

Houston, tx
• $1300
• We will be serving with the Mission Centers of Houston
that serves the Hispanic community in the poor wards
of Houston. We will work with children through senior
citizens.

San Francisco, CA
• $2850
• On this trip students will be serving in local
communities with certain needs. These could include
evangelism, feeding the homeless, kids ministry, light
construction or cleaning. We would be staying next door
to the mission's location.

Atlanta, GA
• $2400
• Missions in Atlanta is an 8-day ministry trip led by Joshua Expeditions. We will
partner with established ministries in the metro Atlanta area where we will
have the opportunity to participate in homeless ministry, evangelism, refugee
ministry, construction work, children's ministry, and ministry involving people
recovering from human trafficking. The goal of this trip is to help students
grow in love for people of various cultures and circumstances, to live out that
love in tangible ways, and to grow in love for God and how he is at work in our
world. Students should be able to sensitively engage with a broad, at-risk
demographic, should be able to emotionally and physically handle full days
immersed in a different culture as they engage people with difficult
circumstances, and should have a willingness to do physical work in addition to
interpersonal ministry.

adventure

Are you shreddy for Utah?
• $2500
• The first 5 days of the trip will be serving in a local
communities with certain needs. These could include
evangelism, feeding the homeless, kids ministry, light
construction or cleaning. We would be next door to the
missions location.

Colorado-go west young man
• $2200
• The phrase “Go West Young Man” originated from 19th century when the
concept of Manifast Destiny was prevalent – the idea that America was
destined to someday reach from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean. This
phrase has also been used to describe an adolescent as they go from boyhood
to manhood.
Adventure trips are designed to teach students and skills in a hands-on
adventure environment. The very nature of this trip is that we will be spending
a lot of times outdoors. There will be both strenuous tasks as well as leisure
physical activities. We also have a strong emphasis on what it is like to grow up,
and we want to teach the students some basic life skills, such as living with
each other, resolving conflict, cooking food, and budgeting. We can't wait to
have you!

Sail carribean
• $4500
• Sail Caribbean will be an all-girls trip centered around three
primary elements: community, faith, and leadership. Girls will
build community as they live together on a boat for ten days with
their only points of connection being the people around them.
They will grow in their faith as they immerse themselves in God’s
incredible creation as well as partake in daily communal Bible
studies. And they will develop as leaders through a leadership
program assigning students to daily roles from skippers to onboard chefs and everything in-between.

Exploring u.s. national parks
• $2660
• Take in the sights and sounds of the great outdoors with
a visit to several National Parks. Then, experience the
beauty of the American West as you stand on top of the
nation’s most recognizable and stunning landscapes—
the Grand Canyon. This trip includes hiking.

alaska
• $4000
• Dogsledding, the Northern Lights, arctic wildlife tours
and basking in hot springs, these are just some of the
activities that you will do while on this Alaskan
adventure.

Fishing in North georgia
• $2500
• This ones for all the anglers and fly fishermen and
women. When it comes to adventure, there are few
places more inviting than the North Georgia lakes. You
will fish the communities of Blue Ridge
and Clarkesville in the North Georgia mountains. Two of
the best places for learning how to fly fish. Blue Ridge is
considered to be the state's trout fishing capital so we
will be on them. Come float the Toccoa River and zipline
together!

educational

Honolulu, hawaii
• $4500
• Ever have the desire to see Science come to life? To experience
the natural beauty and creativity of the Lord? Come experience
the deep-rooted traditions and culture of the Hawaiian people on
this Explore Hawaii tour! On this tropical adventure, soak up the
beautiful panoramic views as you hike to the top of Diamond
Head Crater, enjoy the unparalleled aquatic life on Waikiki Beach,
and stand in reverence at the Pearl Harbor USS Arizona Memorial.
This 9 day trip is open to all grades and genders. If you love the
ocean, hiking, animals, waterfalls, history , and adventure: this is
your trip.

Civil rights
• $2500
• Bryan Stevenson says that the best way to understand something
different is to "be proximate" to that thing - we will be proximate
in our ideas and travels to the historic and present Civil Rights
movements. And as Emmanuel Acho says "have a conversation"
the goal of our time will be to dialogue with people of the past,
our classmates, guests, and people we meet so that an
experience not our own can begin to become our own, so that we
might live more rich and intentional lives.

Marine science in FLorida
• $3800
• What do phylum identification, ecosystems, and a full hands-on
dolphin encounters have in common? They are all scientific
discoveries waiting for you on this Marine Science in the South
Florida tour! Watch the classroom come to life on this journey of
scientific discovery in the beautiful South Florida. This 9 day trip
will include canoeing, kayaking, snorkeling, shark tagging, and
marine life education. This exciting trip is open to all grades and
genders. Don't miss the chance to learn about marine life right in
their habitat.

Washington dc trip and class
• $1900
• This is a 1 week class and 1 week trip collaboration.
Students will learn on campus from a WA teacher the
first week and then travel to DC the second week to
discover and explore many of the interesting and
significant sites. This counts towards government class
credit.

New York city broadway
• $2200
• From strolling through world renowned museums to
taking in a Broadway show, NYC culture has so much to
offer. This trip will explore all the most amazing aspects
of New York City.

